Mobile Short Films

A Perilous Case Of Red Riding Hoodt by Malwina Wodzicka
A dark twist on a well-known fairy tale, about a grandmother eaten by a wolf.
iPhone SE, iPhone 8
3:00
Victoria, Australia
Like Us by Ian Leer
Inspired by a true friendship, this is a dog tale about humanity.
iPhone Xs, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 7 Plus
4:50
Valley Village, California
Ops! by Girodivite Productions - Matteo Tibiletti
A hot summer afternoon, a bored child who does not know how to spend
the time at home and whose parents are intent on a lively discussion,
are the backdrop to a profound reflection on the delicate issue of home
security.
Samsung S9 Plus
2:45
Besozzo, Italy
Secondary Surfaces Redreamed by Roma Flowers
Shot entirely on mobile phones, Secondary Surfaces Redreamed, follow three women as they
arduously traverse an expanse of white paper armed only with black charcoal and their bodies.
iPhone6, iPhone7
5:00
Fort Worth, Texas
Apparition by Jason Marshall
A videopoem meditation on the beauty of the Natural world and its power to draw us in with
mesmerizing change of shape and form. The Pacific Ocean and California shoreline/surf zone is
the thematic focus with the poetic voice searching for a symbolic "magic rock." A reminder to value
our Home Planet, especially in the Age of the Anthropocene/Global Warming, when so much of the
Natural World is under assault from human activities and impacts.
LG V30
2:57
Ottawa, Canada

Mobile Short Films
Alma by Elizabeth Martínez López and Ananké Films Producción
The search of a life.
iPhone X
3:53
Mexico City, Mexico
Finish Line by Saeed Mayahy
Community Stories Category
Story of a woman athletic from Iran who is trying to get back in fields from her accident and also
faces deprivation because she does not agree to compete with hijab in international events and
she must confronts its aftermath.
iPhone 7
5:00
Bushehr, Iran
Dark Passage by Roshni "Rush" Bhatia
A part time drivers last ride of the night maybe the last ride of his life.
iPhone 11
1:00
Burbank, California
Elsinor by Ehsan Majooni
I'm going to mom's wedding.
iPhone 6s
4:49
Tehran, Iran
Submerged by Tom F. Pardo
Submerged by the noise of the city, a young woman finds refuge into a world of silence.
iPhone 8
4:44
Nice, France
The Waterpik by Mickey Harrison
A senior prepares to face her greatest challenge: The Waterpik.
iPhone 6s
2:15
San Diego, California

Mobile Short Films
RIFT by Lindy Fines
RIFT (2019) is a collaborative mobile phone film project created with director Lia Bonfilio. In RIFT, a
solo woman follows a magical force through portals that beckon her to an unknown society.
iPhone X
4:16
Brooklyn, New York
Selfies by Jimmy Gannon
A satirical look at online presence vs reality. A couple use their baby to gain popularity on social
media.
Sony Xperia XZ
4:58
Macquarie, Australia
Unbounded by Leslie Brockett
Traveling gives us the opportunity to learn about new cultures but in the end it teaches us about our
commonality. If we can transcend our differences and recognize that we all come from the same
spark, it would unite us into a limitless harmony.
iPhone 7
3:00
Coronado, California
Mask by Lucy Grossi
A mother and son are home alone for the evening, but their unsuspecting ways open the door to a
mysterious masked lurker.
Samsung Note 9
5:00
Las Vegas, Nevada
The Tea by Levi Austin Morris
Simeon is confronted by his oldest friend, Vincent, over his recent engagement. Eagerly listening in,
Simeon's sister suspects Vincent's affection is for her brother's fiancé while the beloved maid is
caught between the secrets and the truth in this comedy of manners.
iPhone 6s
5:00
Los Angeles, California

Mobile Short Films
English Made Simple by Cara Rust
In this absurd comedy, misfits Jake and James, entertain themselves at a pretentious party.
'English Made Simple' explores the complexities of defining yourself as an outcast.
Samsung Galaxy S9
5:00
Capetown, South Africa
The Exiled Heart by Amhalise Morgan
A woman contemplates her heart as she walks through the streets of the town (Soller) and
the city (Palma) in Mallorca Spain.
iPhone 6
2:09
Brooklyn, New York
April Fool by Nicolas Dumas
How can I make jokes for you watching this movie while you watch it? This is the main theme
of this film shot with students from an elementary class.
iPhone 6s
5:00
Levis, France
Never Wanna Grow Up by Oleg Loparev
We don't wanna grow up - We just wanna have fun,
Wild and free baby we can dream - Farther than our eyes have ever seen.
iPhone 7
3:45
Sherman Oaks, California
No Introduction by Alex O'Dogherty
A dude goes to London to film a music video and weird cartoons get on his way. It also rains.
But nothing matters.
iPhone 8
3:23
Madrid, Spain

Mobile short Films
The Exit by Cameo Wood
A woman tries to leave a room, but cannot. Made on an iPhone 11 Pro from start to finish in
seven hours as a part of ‘We Make Movies’ Smartphone Studio.
iPhone 11 Pro
1:29
San Francisco, California
Benched by Jamiel Laurence
Benched is danced by Glasgow born dancer Jamie Reid, and is filmed within the grounds of
the iconic Kelvingrove Park. The piece takes a look at themes of isolation, anxiety and
frustration.
iPhone X
4:10
Glasgow, United Kingdom
Expired by Zi YE
Life is a lovely trap, nothing going to remain the same.
The way we love and the method we adopt will always shift our destination.
iPhone X
2:20
London, United Kingdom
Mislinked (X) by Cristiano Soares
It's a bad day for this lonely man when his daily things mysteriously start being replaced by
descriptive paper cards.
iPhone XS
5:00
Brazil, Portugal
After The Flood by Alexandra Guillossou
An observational piece on two seemingly dissimilar St. Louis events that took place in June
2019. Man and nature can be equally explosive and yet only one has the option of choice.
iPhone XR
2:53
St. Louis, Missouri
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